
‘REMEMBERING’  

(plus collage) 

Image 1/ ‘relics’                                                           

I want to begin with a visual collage to reflect on my experiences 
throughout those 3 days of Conferences, both BodyStories and 
PERFORUM, UCC, 19th-21st of June 2016. 

Image 2/The Art of Dancing ( PhD Dance project by Inma Pavon) 
as part of Picnic in the Park, Cork Midsummer Festival, 2pm-3pm 
Durational participatory performance. 



Images 3-18/Sacrifice at Easter by Corcadorca Theatre Company 
at Elizabeth’s Port, during Cork Midsummer Festival, June 2016. 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Images 19-23/ Choreographer Rionach Ni Neil’s dance film 
“The Area”. 
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Image 24/Utopia Ltd., Makeshift Ensemble Theatre Co., as 
part of Cork Midsummer Festival June 2016, Blackrock Boat 
Centre. 

A theatre piece inspired by the biography of Roger 
Casement. It is an off-site collaborative theatre performance about 
flawed and flawless heroes, a world mapped by international 
trade, and the optimistic impossibility that tonight we will change 
the world.  

Image 25/Maeve O’Riordan as part of her papers   
presentation titled Private lives: public bodies: women of the Irish 
landed class, 1860-1914. 
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Image 26/Speaker Faizan Fiaz showing of “Poshida: Hidden 
LGBT Pakistan” 

Image 27/Participant Dr. Elizabeth Kiely, UCC. The title of 
her papers: Child Beauty Pageantry: Sexualisation or Subversion 
at Play? 
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Images 28-30/Becket plays: Rough for theatre and theatre 
with no words, at Lucy Park, as part of Cork Midsummer Festival 
2016. 
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Images 31-33/ Celeste Capine Visual Art Installation- 

                       Let Humanity Grow 

“Without embracing and connecting both hemispheres we 
cannot fully grow.” Celeste Captain 
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Images 34-39/UCC Master by research student Laura 
Pauwels.   

 HOPE an art installation work in process to be displayed as 
part of World Day against Trafficking in Persons, on the 30th of 
July in Cork. She is in the process of collecting messages to be 
integrated in the installation. Her work was inspired by the 
UNODC (United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime) Blue Heart 
campaign. 
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Images 40-45/'re-visiting Chance’ dance/movement 
workshop/sharing by Inma Pavon a PhD candidate in UCC. 
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Images 46-50/By Tooth and By Nail Performance by Master 
by Research student Kelsa Dine, UCC. 
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Images 50-56/Installation by Sadhbh Gaston (BA, Crawford 
College of Art and Design) 
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Images 56/ 57: Poetry Cabaret Extravaganza: 

 Loca por Lorca, Performance by La Beti (Independent   

 Artist). 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Images 58-61/Siucra (Sugar) Short Film by Independent 
Artist Sophie C.  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Conclusion 

In general I ended up with a feeling of hope, a feeling of 
movement towards the right direction. 

The conferences were very satisfactory to attend, they 
different papers and variety of work being presented and ways in 
which papers were showed such as the field walk, they were all 
very interesting and kept me engage throughout them all. 

The BodyStories Conference was of great relevance for my 
work as a dance practitioner, as my body is my way of expressing 
and communicating and my instrument for work.  

It was a great Conference in my opinion. 

PERFORUM was also a very interesting Conference very 
much connected to the idea of the Body and its ways of expressing 
to tell a story.  

Inma Pavon 

PhD student 

Drama and Theatre Studies 

UCC 

The use of the images is to document and support my blog. 

The images were taken by myself. 
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